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Adsorbate-adsorbate interactions from statistical analysis of STM images: N/Ru„0001…

J. Trost, T. Zambelli, J. Wintterlin, and G. Ertl
Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, Faradayweg 4-6, 14195 Berlin, Germany

~Received 25 June 1996!

Atomic nitrogen on Ru~0001! was prepared by dissociative chemisorption of N2 and studied by scanning
tunneling microscopy~STM! at 300 K. Nitrogen occupies the hcp threefold hollow site and is imaged as a
depression with a diameter of about 5 Å. Interactions between the adsorbed nitrogen atoms were obtained by
statistical analysis of STM images, by extraction of the two-dimensional pair distribution function from the
arrangement of the N atoms. Since the nearest-neighbor separations could be identified with atomic precision,
the pair distribution functiong and hence the potential of mean forceVeff were obtained as a function of the
discrete neighbor sitesj up to the tenth nearest neighbor. A comparison with Monte Carlo calculations for balls
with a hard-sphere potential provides information about the pair potentialVpair( j ): The nearest-neighbor site is
strongly repulsive, the second-neighbor site is weakly repulsive, and the third-neighbor site is weakly attrac-
tive. These findings rationalize the absence of island formation and of a well-ordered 232 phase for the
N/Ru~0001! system: At temperatures>300 K the attractive interaction on the third-neighbor site is too weak,
while at lower temperatures the diffusion barrier of 0.9 eV represents a kinetic obstacle. The fact that the range
of the interaction is identical to the diameter of the N-atom features in the STM topographs is taken as evidence
that the interaction is caused by substrate-mediated electronic forces.@S0163-1829~96!04348-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interactions between adsorbed particles on solid surfa
play a central role in surface science. Together with
adsorbate-substrate potential they determine the formatio
surface phases, e.g., of ordered structures of atoms or
ecules, the mobility of adparticles, and the mechanisms
activation energies of chemical reactions between adso
particles. Knowledge of these interactions is therefore of f
damental importance for the understanding of cataly
reactions.1,2 Interactions between adsorbed particles can
divided into direct interactions, comprising van der Wa
and orbital overlap3 as well as electrostatic interactions4 and
indirect ones, namely, substrate-mediated electronic5,6 and
elastic interactions.7 For a particular system the relative im
portance of the different contributions is mostly unknown,
is the range over which the interactions extend laterally. T
main problem is that for the majority of systems no quan
tative experimental data are available. In principle, values
interaction energies can be extracted from measuremen
the coverage dependence of adsorption energies which
be obtained by temperature programmed desorption~TPD!,8

measurements of isotherms,9 or microcalorimetry.10 How-
ever, these methods do not provide the distance depend
of the interactions, and a quantitative analysis of the T
data, which are mostly the only ones available, is not
equivocal. Scattering experiments that yield distributi
functions that contain information about the particle-parti
potential are used for fluids in three dimensions,11 but, to our
knowledge, have not been applied to evaluate interact
between particles on surfaces. Pair potentials between ad
bates, however, could be obtained in a very direct way
means of field ion microscopy,12–15 by determination of the
pair distribution function of two atoms adsorbed on a t
540163-1829/96/54~24!/17850~8!/$10.00
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Unfortunately, this method is restricted to adsorbed me
atoms. An alternative approach consists of an experime
determination of phase diagrams and their Monte Carlo m
eling with the interaction energies as adjustable parame
This, however, has been restricted so far to only f
examples.16

In this paper we present an investigation based on a
croscopic determination of interactions between adpartic
by means of scanning tunneling microscopy~STM!. The
method is based on an evaluation of the radial distribut
function g(r ) (r is the distance between the particles! from
STM images, which provides the potential of mean for
Veff(r ). A comparison with results from additional Mont
Carlo calculations allows one to estimate to what extent
describes also the desired pair potentialVpair(r ). STM has
been applied before in a qualitative fashion to obtain int
actions between adsorbed O atoms on Ni~100! by Kopatzki
and Behm,17 who found repulsive interactions at nearest- a
next-nearest-neighbor sites and an attraction at third-nea
neighbor sites. Our present study on N atoms adsorbed
Ru~0001! allows, in addition, one to give quantitative es
mates about the underlying energies.

For an exact description of a many particle system o
has to consider pair and all higher-order interactions. Ho
ever, at low concentrations, as they were used in the pre
study, taking only pair interactions into account is expec
to be a good approximation and we shall discuss our res
neglecting third- and all higher-order interactions. The pa
completes our STM study on N/Ru~0001!, for which recently
we have presented results about the surface diffusion
nitrogen.18 N atoms adsorbed on Ru~0001! form 232 and
(A33A3)R30° structures at coverages of 0.25 and 0.
respectively,19 for which a recent low-energy electron di
fraction ~LEED! analysis revealed the occupation of thre
17 850 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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54 17 851ADSORBATE-ADSORBATE INTERACTIONS FROM . . .
fold hcp sites on a nonreconstructed substrate.20

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were performed in a UHV system c
taining the STM described in an earlier paper21 and commer-
cial Auger electron spectroscopy~AES!, LEED instruments,
and an ion gun for sputter cleaning of the sample. The b
pressure of the system is below 1310210mbar. STM images
were recorded at room temperature and tunneling param
are given in each figure caption with the sample bias w
respect to the tip potential. The Ru~0001! surface was pre-
pared by sputtering and annealing cycles. For this purp
the annealing temperature was successively increase
'1400 K, taking care that the level of carbon contaminat
at the surface did not rise. After this temperature had b
reached surface carbon was removed, without further s
tering, by reaction with oxygen to CO, which desorbs fro
the surface. This was achieved by repeated dosing with 1
of oxygen and annealing~1 L 5 1.3331026 mbar s!. The
surface was regarded to be clean, when, after annealin
1750 K, no carbon could be detected with STM and AE
We mention that several thousand cleaning cycles were
essary to reach this point.

Because of the low sticking probability for dissociativ
adsorption of N2 the gas inlet system has to meet spec
requirements. First, gases as pure as possible have t
used, which, second, have to be kept free from contamina
This was achieved by a design that is based upon the wor
Shi, Jacobi, and Ertl.22 N2 of the highest commercially avail
able purity (.99.9999 vol %! was used. In order to preserv
this purity only UHV compatible parts were used on t
high-pressure side of the gas inlet, i.e., CF flanges and in
polished pipes and fittings of high-grade steel. For press
reduction from the gas bottle no commercial regulator w
used because of a possible contamination by the capilla
inside the manometers. Instead, a small volume of the
~4.7 cm3, 200 bar! was expanded into a larger volume~94
cm3), which was connected to the UHV chamber with a le
valve. Initially, the gas inlet had been baked out and eva
ated with a turbo pump. Additionally, one point of the g
inlet system was connected to a liquid-nitrogen containe
freeze out remaining contaminant gases while dosing. Ni
gen was adsorbed at a crystal temperature of 500 K, wh
the adsorption of the main contaminant CO is suppressed
this procedure exposures of 106 L of N 2 could be applied
without contaminating the surface.

Although the dissociative sticking coefficient for N2 at
300 K is only of the order of 10212,23 considerable coverage
could be reached with exposures of only about 104 L when
some filament in the UHV chamber was left on.24 This has to
be attributed either to dissociation or to some excitation
the N2 molecules at the filament. Dissociation appears l
likely since the mean free path at the typical dosing press
of 531025 Torr is between 1 and 2 m. An N atom collide
therefore with a high probability with the chamber walls b
fore reaching the sample and gets trapped. Since no pres
dependence of the sticking probability was found, also co
sions of the atoms with N2 molecules are ruled out since th
mean free path is inversely proportional to pressure. We
fer therefore an explanation whereafter an excited N2* spe-
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cies is produced at the hot filament, which survives seve
collisions with the chamber walls and finally dissociates
the Ru~0001! surface. The sticking probability was of th
order of 1025 ~with respect to the combined N2*1N2 expo-
sure! under the applied conditions. At this point we can on
speculate about the nature of the N2* species. It might be an
electronically excited molecule since such a species was
ported to have lifetimes of the order 1021 s as a componen
in active nitrogen.25 For practical reasons, the filament of th
ionization gauge was used since it turned out that this co
be degassed best. With this procedure nitrogen layers ne
free of contaminants could be produced: After an expos
of 93104 L of N 2 at 500 K only nitrogen was detected i
the Auger spectra~e.g., for oxygen the detection limit is
QO'0.01). The nitrogen uptake curve at 500 K is display
in Fig. 1. It is seen that saturation is nearly reached. T
corresponding absolute coverage isQ'0.25 as we conclude
from STM data not shown here. In this case a poorly orde
overlayer containing small 232 patches is observed. Highe
coverages~up toQ50.47) can be reached by exposure a
decomposition of NH3.

19

III. RESULTS

A. The N/Ru„0001… adsorbate complex

An STM topograph of the Ru~0001! surface~recorded at
300 K! after exposure to 63103 L of N 2 at 500 K is shown
in Fig. 2. Black dots represent individual N atoms, i.e.,
trogen is imaged as a depression, which is largely indep
dent of the bias voltage. The imaging depth is 0.3–0.4 Å
tunneling resistances between 23107 and 63108 V. The
mean diameter of the atomic features is about 5 Å. Since
value is much greater than the nitrogen Pauling diamete
1.4 Å it is clear that the STM does not ‘‘see’’ the N ato
alone but the adsorbate complex, consisting of the N a
and neighboring Ru atoms. The imaging properties of nit
gen are similar to oxygen, which is also imaged as dep
sions. This is consistent with predictions by Lang,26 which
are based on calculated changes of the density of states
jellium surface caused by an adsorbed oxygen atom. I
found that electronic charge is shifted from the metal to

FIG. 1. Nitrogen uptake curve with the ion gauge filament l
on. Ratio of AES peak to peak intensities of nitrogen and ruthen
N~384 eV!/Ru~231 eV! vs N2 exposure. The curve is a fit to th
data ~dots!, assuming second-order adsorption. Experimental
rameters are crystal temperature, 500 K; N2 pressure, 531025

Torr; primary AES electron energy, 3.0 keV.
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17 852 54J. TROST, T. ZAMBELLI, J. WINTTERLIN, AND G. ERTL
O atom, which is located in O 2p states about 7 eV below
EF and thus does not contribute to the tunnel current. On
other hand, atEF , the charge redistribution causes a d
crease of the density of states and thus a reduced tu
current. For atomic nitrogen on iron, nickel, and copper s
faces electron spectroscopy showed that the N 2p band is
located 5–6 eV belowEF ,

27–29 i.e., at energies similar to
those for oxygen. Since for Ru surfaces a very similar el
tronic structure is expected, the imaging properties are th
fore in qualitative agreement with theory. We mention, ho
ever, that in recent STM studies of atomic nitrogen
Cu~100! ~Ref. 30! and Ni~100!,31 both depressions and pro
trusions were observed, depending on tunneling parame
and on the tip state. This shows once more that STM im
ing of adsorbates is not fully understood yet.

The N/Ru adsorbate complexes have a triangular shap
is seen in Figs. 2 and 3. These triangles have all the s

FIG. 2. STM topograph of the Ru~0001! surface after exposure
of 63103 L of N 2 at 500 K. Tunneling parameters ar
86354 Å 2,20.6 V, and 30 nA.
e
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orientation when on the same terrace. The orientation a
nates, however, on successive terraces, as seen in Fi
which shows a STM image after exposure of 1.23104 L of
N2 at 500 K. This observation excludes imaging artifac
caused by a special atomic configuration at the tip since b
orientations are imaged equally well. We conclude that
trogen occupies only one type of adsorption site, which m
be a threefold site because of the imaging symmetry. T
alternation of the orientation is explained by the mod
shown in Fig. 4: Because of the hcp structure of Ru both
and hcp sites change their orientation on successive terra
To decide which site, fcc or hcp, is occupied images of co
sorbed nitrogen and oxygen atoms~formed by dissociation
of NO molecules! were recorded. The adsorption site of ox
gen is known to be the hcp site from a LEEDI (E) study.32

FIG. 4. Model of the Ru~0001! surface, showing four layers
with two atomic steps. The orientation of fcc~white! and hcp
~black! sites changes on successive terraces. For one hcp site th
atoms that form the adsorbate complex with the N atom are ma
by crosses.
s.
FIG. 3. STM topograph of the Ru~0001! surface after exposure of 1.23104 L of N 2 at 500 K. Diagonal lines are two monoatomic step
Tunneling parameters are 2283190 Å2,20.6 V, and 10 nA.
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54 17 853ADSORBATE-ADSORBATE INTERACTIONS FROM . . .
Figure 5 shows the surface after exposure to 1.5 L of N
Two different species can be identified by the imaging dep
The deeper features~black! are O atoms, the others~gray!
are N atoms. This discrimination is based on the observa
that the mobility of oxygen at low coverages, where main
single atoms are present, is more than two orders of ma
tude larger than that of nitrogen.18 It turns out that the more
mobile species is imaged deeper than the less mobile
Additionally, oxygen is known to form 232 islands,33 in
contrast to nitrogen. This 232 structure is seen in Fig. 5 a
an ordered, hexagonal pattern, however, with some nitro
atoms incorporated. Between the 232 covered areas add
tional, individual nitrogen atoms are located. Since the po
tions of the dark, i.e., oxygen, atoms in the 232 areas define
the lattice of hcp sites, the positions of the N atoms
obtained by extrapolating the lattice to the area between
232 patches. This is demonstrated in Fig. 5 by the po
lattice. It turns out that all of the N atoms, those within t
islands and the single ones, occupy the same sites as t
atoms. The N adsorption site is thus identified as the hcp
This conclusion is in agreement with the results of a rec
LEED analysis and density-functional calculations.20 This
justifies the lattice-gas model underlying the followin
analysis.

B. Interactions between adatoms

The interaction potential between the adsorbed nitro
atoms was evaluated as a function of distance by statis
analysis of images such as Fig. 3. In the absence of a
strate lattice the interaction potential is a continuous funct
of distance between the particles, as it is realized, e.g.
intermolecular forces in three-dimensional gas phases.34 For
continuoustwo-dimensional systems the radial distributio
function as a function of the distancer is defined as

g~r !5~Nr!21(
i51

N
ni~r ,dr !

2prdr
, ~1!

whereni(r ,dr) is the number of particles in a shell of radiu
r and thicknessdr around thei th particle,r is the particle

FIG. 5. STM topograph of the Ru~0001! surface after exposure
of 1.5 L of NO at room temperature. O atoms are imaged dee
~black! than N atoms~gray!. Small dots indicate the lattice of hc
sites, using the O atoms in the 232 areas as fix points. Tunnelin
parameters are 89380 Å 2,20.3 V, and 33 nA.
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density, andN the total number of particles. In the prese
case of a lattice-gas system with defined adsorbate sites
interaction potential between adsorbed particles is discr
For the hexagonal lattice of hcp sites on Ru~0001! the dis-
tances are r 050, r151, r25A3, r 352, r 45A7,
r 553, r652A3, r 75A13, r 854, r 95A19, r 105A21, . . .,
all in units of the lattice constant. This is illustrated in Fig.
where each cell represents a hcp site around an atom loc
in the center. For such a two-dimensionallattice-gassystem
the pair distribution function at thej th-nearest-neighbor site
can be defined as

g~ j !5~NQ!21(
i51

N
ni~ j !

m~ j !
, ~2!

whereni( j ) is the number ofj th-nearest-neighbor particle
around thei th particle,Q the coverage, andm( j ) the number
of j th-neighbor sites. The normalization, by division ofr
andQ, respectively, makesg(r ) andg( j ) unity whenr and
j approach infinity. The meaning of the pair distributio
function is that deviations from a random particle distrib
tion manifest themselves in deviations fromg51. From the
definition Eq.~2! the pair distribution function at a certai
site j can be interpreted as the ratio of two probabilities, t
probability to find a particle at that site divided by the ave
age occupation probability. At equilibrium a ratio of occup
tion probabilities should be Boltzmann distributed, viz.,

g~ j !5e2Veff~ j !/kT. ~3!

The effective interaction potentialVeff( j ) is the so-calledpo-
tential of mean force, which describes the interaction withi
an ensemble of particles. It is generally different from t
pair potentialVpair( j ), which acts between two isolated pa
ticles. Crucial for the validity of Eq.~3! is that the system is
in thermodynamic equilibrium. This prerequisite is fulfille
for the present system as follows from the diffusion para
eters, which had been determined before.18 For low cover-
ages, of the order ofQ'0.1, as it is the case in Figs. 2 an
3, equilibrium should be reached when each N atom
moved over a distance of more than ten times the m
neighbor separation, i.e., about 100 Å. With a diffusion c
efficient ofD54310218cm2/s at 300 K the time for a dif-

er

FIG. 6. Hexagonal lattice of cells, each cell corresponding t
hcp site. Numbers mark the indexj of the distance between an ato
in the center and an atom in the respective cell.
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17 854 54J. TROST, T. ZAMBELLI, J. WINTTERLIN, AND G. ERTL
fusion length of 100 Å would be about one day. Howev
since the adsorption was carried out at 500 K this time
duces to a fraction of a second as can be estimated from
diffusion barrier. Here it is assumed that no islanding occ
that would require long-range mass transport before equ
rium is established. It will turn out that this is the case.

In order to extract the pair distribution function from
STM images one has to be able to determine precisely
sites j at which the occupation probability is then evaluate
Since the STM data of N/Ru~0001! usually do not show the
atomically resolved substrate, direct identification ofj values
is not possible. However, the distances could still be de
mined with atomic resolution as shown by the tw
dimensional pair distribution function in Fig. 7 for which
larger image containing 1344 N atoms was analyzed. For
the distance vector of each pair of atoms was evalua
Since, because of the pixel resolution of that image of 0
Å, many vectors would fall on each other, a Gaussian no
with a rms value of 0.33 Å was applied to them. All furth
analysis was, however, done with the original data, with
noise. The vector density was then visualized by gray lev
where dark areas reflect high densities~the distance betwee
two pixels is 0.33 Å!. Obviously, small distances up to abo
3 Å do not occur. This corresponds to a repulsive part of
nearest-neighbor interaction. Enhanced point density ca
seen at the corners of a hexagon at a distance of abou
Å. This corresponds to an increased probability to fo
third-nearest-neighbor distances to which, e.g., the sm
232 clusters visible in Fig. 3 contribute. Hence, althou
the Ru substrate lattice is not resolved in the STM image,
distance and the orientation of the six third-nearest-neigh
sites are clearly resolved in the two-dimensional~2D! pair
distribution function. This allows one to map out the su
strate lattice in the 2D pair distribution function and to ide
tify all other neighbor sites. Practically, the honeycomb l
tice shown in Fig. 6, where each cell represents a hcp

FIG. 7. Two-dimensional pair distribution function at a nitrog
coverage ofQ50.095. Each point corresponds to a certain pair
N atoms. Six spots with enhanced point density are visible a
distance of about 5.5 Å, which reflect an increased probability
form third-neighbor distances.
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was laid over the 2D pair distribution function of Fig. 7 an
the number of points counted in each hexagon. After norm
ization according to Eq.~2! this yields the pair distribution
functiong( j ). The result for 1344 atoms, corresponding to
coverage ofQ50.095, is reproduced in Fig. 8 as black do
The deviations fromg( j )51 corresponding to a random dis
tribution will be discussed below.

An experimental error arises from the scattering of t
points around the exact distances leading to a spillove
some points between neighboring hexagons. The extent
be estimated from the fact that a first-neighbor distance
never observed in the STM images, but, neverthele
g(1)50.06 is found, which has to be caused by a spillov
from theg(2) andg(3) hexagons. Hence about 10% of th
points spill over to neighboring hexagons. Another meas
of the error is the spot width of the third-nearest-neighb
accumulation seen in Fig. 7, which indicates an uncerta
of 60.8 Å for the distance. This radius is completely with
one hexagon of Fig. 6. Thus the assignment of the distan
to the sites is quite good, although the substrate lattice
not resolved.

Figure 9 shows the potential of mean force that w
evaluated using Eq.~3!. Because of the complete absence
j51 separations~the nonzero value in Fig. 8 is caused by t
experimental error! no value forVeff(1) can be given in Fig.
9. From an STM image that contains 1344 N atoms but no

f
a
o

FIG. 8. Pair distribution functiong vs neighbor sitej obtained
from Fig. 7 ~black dots! and Monte Carlo calculation for hard
spheres that block the first- and second-neighbor site~white dots!.

FIG. 9. Potential of mean forceVeff obtained from Fig. 8. Note
the repulsion up to the second-neighbor site and the attraction
the third- and sixth-neighbor sites.
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single nearest-neighbor distance, it is estimated
g(1),2.531024 and henceVeff(1).0.2 eV. At the second-
neighbor site the potential is still repulsive, wit
Veff(2)5113 meV. Attractions are observed at the thir
and sixth-neighbor sites, withVeff(3)5218 meV and
Veff(6)5210 meV, respectively. This corresponds to t
formation of local 232 order, as visible in Fig. 3. The
fourth- and fifth-neighbor sites are occupied with nearly s
tistical probability.

IV. DISCUSSION

The above analysis yieldsVeff( j ), which is not identical to
Vpair( j ), the interaction potential between two individual a
sorbed atoms. The connection betweenVeff andVpair, for-
mally can be written as35

e2Veff~ j !/kT5 f ~ j ,Vpair,Q,T!e2Vpair~ j !/kT, ~4!

with an unknown functionf ( j ,Vpair,Q,T). If Vpair were
known, f could, in principle, be calculated with the aid o
statistical mechanics.35 In general,f51 whenQ approaches
zero. For the present case, however, this approximatio
not valid, which follows from the observation thatuVeff(3)u
still decreased whenQ was reduced. Equation~4! is equiva-
lent to

Veff~ j !5Vpair~ j !2Tkln~ f !, ~5!

which leads to the interpretation of the termkln(f) as an
entropy. Thus the deviations ofVeff from Vpair are called
entropic forces. In order to investigate to what extent e
tropic forces play a role at the coverages studied, Mo
Carlo simulations were performed in which 4096 partic
were put successively on a hexagonal lattice until a cover
of Q50.095 was reached, the same value as in Fig. 7.
Vpair a hard-sphere potential was assumed, in which first-
second-nearest neighbors are blocked and the interactio
larger separations is zero. Each particle was allowed to
sorb on a randomly chosen site only when this site was
blocked by another particle.36 In the case of blocking a new
random site was chosen. The result for the pair distribut
function is shown in Fig. 8 as white dots. It is clear th
g50 for j50,1,2 because of blocking. The nearest no
blocked site is occupied with an enhanced probabi
g(3)51.56. This is a purely entropic effect and is in agre
ment with the statistical-mechanics calculations.35 The pair
distribution function of the hard spheres is very similar to t
experimentally determined one for the N atoms. This de
onstrates, on the one hand, that at room temperature the
perimental pair distribution function is quite well reproduc
by a hard-sphere potential and, on the other hand, that de
tions fromg51 to larger values at a certain distance do n
necessarily originate from attractive pair interactions
may also be caused by repulsive pair interactions at o
distances. It is a general difficulty to distinguish between p
interactions and entropic forces. However, since there
also differences between the experimental and the simul
data in Fig. 8 it is clear that the experimental pair distributi
function cannot completely be caused by a hard-sphere
tential and the corresponding entropic forces.
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As already mentioned, the most striking features of
potential of mean forceVeff( j ) are repulsions at the first- an
second-neighbor sites and an attraction on the third-neigh
site. This allows the following conclusions about the cor
sponding pair energies.

~i! Since no nearest neighbor is observed at room te
perature, we conclude that the pair interaction at the near
neighbor distanceVpair(1) is strongly repulsive, at leas
Vpair(1)@kT526 meV. Entropic effects at that site caus
by the interaction at the second- and third-neighbor sites
expected to be small because the energies at these site
significantly smaller than atj51. We conclude that the
above estimate for the effective interaction energy at
nearest-neighbor site is valid also for the pair energy, i
Vpair(1).0.2 eV.

~ii ! The question to what extent the potential of me
force at the second-neighbor site, ofVeff(2)5113 meV, is
caused by pair interaction vs entropic forces is difficult
answer. The entropic forces at the second-neighbor site
predominantly affected by the first- and, to a smaller exte
by the third-neighbor site. The repulsion at the first-neighb
site leads to an entropic attraction at the second-neigh
site. Since this effect is small@for hard spheres that bloc
only the first-neighbor site Monte Carlo calculations ga
g(2)51.12 forQ50.095#, we expect that the value of113
meV reflects approximately the pair potential, i.e., it
slightly repulsive at the second-neighbor site. This is in
cordance with the observation of Dietrich, Jacobi, and E
that by decomposition of NH3 on Ru~0001! a nitrogen
(A33A3)R30° structure can be prepared.19

~iii ! Sinceg(3) is significantly larger for the nitrogen at
oms as compared to the hard spheres~see Fig. 8! it is con-
cluded that the valueVeff(3)5218 meV cannot be purely
entropic but has an attractive contribution from the pair
teraction, i.e.,Vpair(3),0. Of course,Vpair(3) cannot exceed
218 meV, which is an upper limit for that value. This pa
attraction leads, together with the entropic attraction due
first- and second-neighbor repulsion, to frequent 232 dis-
tances.j56 is the next-nearest neighbor for a 232 lattice,
as can be seen from Fig. 6.Veff(6)5210 meV is thus inter-
preted as an entropic effect caused by the third-neighbo
traction and reflects an increased probability to form a s
ond 232 shell. Even a third 232 shell is visible from the
attractionVeff(8)524.5 meV, however, with less signifi
cance. The potential of mean forceVeff at larger distances
can therefore be explained by the pair attraction at the th
neighbor distance.

These values can be compared to results from the lit
ture: Recent density functional calculations for a hypothe
cal 131, a (A33A3)R30°, and a 232 structure of nitro-
gen on a Ru~0001! slab20 revealed binding energies per
atom of 4.52, 5.59, and 5.83 eV, respectively. Taking in
account that there are three bonds per atom in a 2D hex
nal structure, the differences between these values co
spond to repulsive pair energies of 0.36 eV at the first w
respect to the second neighbor and of 80 meV at the sec
with respect to the third neighbor. Both values are com
rable to the present results. Nearest-neighbor interactions
be extracted also from thermal desorption data. Tsai
Weinberg37 report an almost constant N2 desorption energy
up to the maximum N coverage reached. N layers were p
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pared by decomposition of NH3, probably resulting in
Q<0.25 since only a 232 structure was seen.38 The result is
in agreement with our finding of only small interactions f
j>2. A drop ofEdesat small coverages, by 3 kcal/mole, th
is not reflected by our data is probably too small to be s
nificant; the authors suspected N atoms at defects. Usin
special technique for dissociative adsorption of NH3, leading
to nitrogen coverages as large as 0.47, Dietrich, Jacobi,
Ertl19 observed N2 desorption in two states, corresponding
190 and 130 kJ/mole. The latter value, reflecting desorp
from j51 sites, represents an upper limit since it resu
from decomposition of a NH species followed by prom
desorption of N2 and H2. DEdescorresponds to a differenc
of Vpair of greater than 0.1 eV betweenj51 andj.1, which
is consistent with our results. It is clear, however, th
adsorbate-adsorbate interaction energies that are sever
ders of magnitude smaller than the corresponding adsorp
energies cannot be evaluated accurately from differences
tween the latter.

Our data show that the potential of mean force can
explained by a pair potential where only the first-, secon
and third-nearest neighbors interact with nonzero ene
which gives an interaction length ofr 355.4 Å . This value is
equal to the diameter of the N/Ru adsorbate complex as
imaged by STM~see Ru atoms marked by crosses in Fig.!.
If one brings two adsorbate complexes into contact they
interfere only at the first-, second-, and third-neighbor sit
We believe that this similarity of the interaction length a
the adsorbate complex size is a strong indication that
interaction between the adsorbed N atoms is caused b
substrate-mediated electronic effect.5,6 Each N atom modifies
the surrounding Ru atoms electronically. Since this mod
cation affects also the electron density atEF this effect is
seen by STM. van der Waals interactions, on the other ha
cannot play a dominant role in the N/Ru~0001! system be-
cause, from the nitrogen van der Waals diameter of 3.0
~Ref. 39! and the requirement that the atoms occupy h
sites, the preferred nearest-neighbor distance should be
first or, less likely, the second neighbor, butnot the third one
as observed here.

Finally, from the attractive pair interaction at the thir
neighbor site formation of a 232 structure is to be expected
-
rtl
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which is indeed observed at 300 K aroundQ50.25.19 How-
ever, the fairly diffuse LEED spots indicate rather imperfe
long-range order in agreement with the poor order
Q50.25 seen by STM. Furthermore, the STM data dem
strate that, at coverages smaller than 0.25, the N atom
not form islands. This is in striking contrast to the behav
of adsorbed oxygen atoms on Ru~0001! for which measure-
ments both by STM~Refs. 40 and 41! and by LEED~Ref.
33! indicate island formation. Oxygen forms also a 232
phase, which has the same structure. The absence of 232 N
islands is attributed to the fact that the third-neighbor attr
tion between the N atoms is too small (,18 meV!. The
ordering into a 232 structure atQ50.25 is therefore mainly
a result of the operation of the first- and second-neigh
repulsion. Island formation atQ,0.25 and better ordering a
Q50.25 is, in principle, expected at lower temperatures,
there the rather high activation barrier for diffusion of 0.9 e
~Ref. 18! prevents reaching thermodynamic equilibrium.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, it was shown that the potential of me
force of the nearest-neighbor interactionVeff( j ) can be de-
scribed by a pair potentialVpair( j ), which acts only at the
first-, second-, and third-neighbor site. Estimates for the c
responding pair interaction energies were given explici
The fact that the spatial extent of interactions is the same
the range over which the electronic structure is modified
taken as evidence that the interaction is of the substr
mediated electronic type. It was further shown that at arou
room temperature and low coverages the spatial distribu
of the N atoms, which corresponds toVeff , can be described
approximately by a pair potential of hard spheres that blo
the first- and second-neighbor site. This fact was import
for the interpretation of our diffusion data, where it was co
cluded that the diffusion constant is not significantly affect
by nearest-neighbor interactions.18
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